creating citizens for the future: compassionate, curious and strong.

Respect

Responsibility

Kindness

Growth

Dear Parents and Carers,
Welcome back to term two!
We would like to thank all of our families and children for their continued support as we transition to
remote learning. There has been so much new learning for all of us and at times this can be
frustrating and difficult. Just remember nothing is un-learnable. It just takes effort. It is moments
like now that our vision statement really comes into the forefront of what we do:
We empower all students to achieve personal goals, experiencing high quality education and the
best community for learning. This will ensure all learners have the knowledge, skills and attitudes to
become lifelong learners, shaping the world around them and believing that, with effort, great
things can be achieved.

As a school community we often reflect upon this statement, it defines our core business. Right now
the high quality education is being delivered remotely, but it is still high quality education and our
staff have put enormous effort into ensuring all children are receiving the best teaching and learning
they can. We also know our families and children are also putting in great effort into this new
learning platform. Thank you!
We appreciate there have been some technical difficulties for some families, and we thank you for
your patience and for using the dedicated PLC email addresses to raise any questions.
Please take the time to carefully read all Compass communications, as often these are in response to
the emails we have been getting. We have sent out a remote learning handbook and information
how to access WebEx conferences (using a PC, laptop and iPad/tablet). We have also sent out
information explaining to families how to log into their child/ren’s Google Classroom account.
Next week we will be posting a video outlining parents’ role in remote learning to further support
families.
We have loved seeing all of the fabulous work students are doing from home and reading the
comments from families also. We are so proud of the efforts of our staff, our students and our
families. What a wonderful community to be a part of!
Nadia, Missy and Sarah
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Hello to all our amazing Prep families and carers,
We have had a very different start to Term 2 this year and we would like to say an enormous thank
you, to all of our incredible families, for your ongoing support and flexibility. We are excited to begin
our remote learning journey together as our students continue to grow and learn.
To all of our superstar Prep students, we are all so incredibly proud of you. After only one term at
school they have shown outstanding resilience and flexibility in this unprecedented time and we are
all so impressed. We know they will amaze you each day at home, as they show you all the wonderful
skills, they have learnt during term 1.
This week we began using our Google Classrooms to deliver lessons and provide feedback to students.
We have thoroughly enjoyed interacting with students and seeing all their amazing work!
Respectful Relationships
This week in Respectful Relationships students are learning what bravery looks and feels like. They
reflect on personal experiences they have found challenging or those that have made them feel
nervous. They identify how they have displayed bravery in these situations.
Reading
It is important that students continue with their reading each day. Students can access Raz-Kids or
Epic online and listen to different texts by selecting the read to me feature. Their login details can be
found on the remote learning letter that was given to families at the end of last term. Please continue
to record your child’s reading in their reading journal, you can include any online books. During
conferences, teachers will continue to monitor and assess students’ reading, whilst continuing to
work on their individual learning goals. Teachers will also use this conference time to check students’
reading journals and students will continue to receive their ‘Nights of Reading Awards.’
Thank you again for all your help and support during this time!
PLC Prep
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Hello to all of our Grade 1 families!
As we begin term 2 week 2, we just wanted to say a huge thank you to all the amazing families and
students in doing all that has needed to be done to commence the term. We hope you all had an
amazing school holidays and had a very nice rest just like we did.
As you know, things are going to be looking a little different, but with your continued help and support
we are confident that our students will find the google classroom platform an engaging and exciting way
to access learning. Videos will be posted of teachers running lessons for students to watch and then
students are to complete their independent learning within their books.
In reading, students will be using their prior knowledge to work on predicting what they will learn about
in a non- fiction text. This is so that students use a different way of thinking whilst reading. Students will
then need to complete their independent learning on Raz kids. Please continue to fill out your child’s
reading log so we can celebrate their nights of reading in our class conference on a Friday (beginning
week 3).
In writing this week, students will be learning to expand their vocabulary through a vocabulary cycle.
This will help students make meaning of new words which can be used within their writing to make it
more interesting.
In maths, we are continuing with collecting, displaying and interpreting data. Students will be watching
videos on google classroom and completing their independent learning. Students will be answering
questions, then posting what they have completed in a comment on google classroom.
We will continue to do our history and respectful relationships lessons as well as some mindfulness
activities. Mindfulness is important for students whilst learning from home to help assist them with
being in the right mind set to learn. This can help students with the stress of this term looking very
different, improve concentration and can improve quality of sleep.
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Students will need to have access to the following applications in order to support their learning.
Raz will be used for our reading lessons, this is where students can read, listen to and complete assessments.
Mathletics is where students can go to use the maths skills they have been taught in a fun and exciting way.
Essential assessment is where students will go to complete pre-and post-tests in maths as well as
completing my numeracy tasks that are targeted to each student’s specific learning needs and next
steps. It is very important that children complete all assessments independently.
We are also using the website Lalilo to help assist students within our MSL lessons, this is where
they will use the skills they have learnt and complete tasks that are targeted to their specific learning
needs.
We are all so excited to start our conferences with our students and the whole class live learning
that commences in week 3 for 30 minutes on a Friday at 12:00pm. We will use this time to celebrate
birthdays, give out awards, congratulations, acknowledgments, show and tell and read our class novel (The Enchanted Wood) to our students.
Please remember, if you need any help and support email the plc1@tarneitriseps.vic.edu.au email.
Thank you for your support during this time,
PLC 1
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Dear Families and Guardians,
Thank you for being patient and supportive as we have been adjusting, like you, to the changes
we are all having to make. The Grade 2 teachers have been diligently working to navigate this
learning environment. All grade 2 teachers hope that you and your family are staying safe and
healthy.
We are very excited to begin this term as it will be a unique one as we are moving to remote
learning. We recognize that there will be some bumps in the road, but we believe we all will be
stronger when we come out on the other side. We miss you all and cannot wait to conference
with all our students, as well as hear about their school holiday adventures at home. We have
no doubt that our students will be experts in ICT by the end of term 2!
Here is what grade 2 students will be learning about in the upcoming weeks:
Maths- students will continue to learn about 2D & 3D shapes by identifying their features and
naming different types of 2D & 3D shapes. As well as recognising how these shapes make up our
world.
Reading – students will be developing their comprehension skills by answering questions after
reading a text. They will be extended by thinking beyond the words on the page and inferring
meaning and linking to their prior knowledge. They will be also analysing and critiquing the texts
and looking at the way the author positions the reader.
Writing – This term there is a large emphasis on building our vocabulary and using new
vocabulary in our writing. This will help our students to be able to choose more descriptive
words to help the reader visualize what they are describing.
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History – students will be looking at how life has changed over time. This is perfect considering
how learning has changed over the past few weeks (lucky we have technology to assist for term
2)
Respectful Relationship – How students can collaborate and play well with others. This will allow
our students to develop lifelong skills such as sharing, working together as a team and being kind
and respectful towards others.
We hope you have enjoyed our first few days of content. We have lots of fun and exciting videos
planned for you!

PLC 2

Here is a glimpse of some introduction videos that you can look forward to
watching.
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REMOTE LEARNING
Teachers and students have worked very hard in navigating the different online platforms for remote
learning. These platforms include Google Classroom and WebEx. It has been a great learning process
for all. Students have shown enthusiasm and responsibility in accessing tasks this week. However, the
technical difficulties experienced this week by some students has not deterred them from doing the
work assigned to them. The PLC 3 Team are absolutely proud of all the students in Grade 3 for their
positive attitude and resilience. Well done!

CONFERENCING
Teachers conferenced with each student in Grade 3. The aim of the conference was to check on their
general wellbeing. Most importantly, the highlight of the conferences this week was to discuss the ICT
Acceptable Use Agreement via Webex. A big thank you to Parent/Carers for supporting the process in
the conferences.

Ramadan
Ramadan takes place from the 23rd of April to the 23rd of May 2020. May this Ramadan bring joy,
wealth and happiness to all members of the Islamic Community in Tarneit.

PLC 3
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It has been ABSOLUTELY AMAZING to see the transition our Year 4 families have made to online
learning this week. THANK YOU for your support, and your patience as we worked out the hiccups
together.
This week, as students become accustomed to their new learning platforms, their literacy and
numeracy learning was a recap of what they had been looking at towards the end of Term 2. In Reading
they were predicting, and in Writing they got an introduction to vocabulary. In Maths, students
practised their skills in the areas of location and symmetry and learnt about their local government
(Wyndham) in Humanities.
What’s coming up next?
Reading:
Students will begin looking at non-fiction texts and applying their learning of tracking their thinking in
these texts. Students will really think about what and how they are reading with prompts such as:
‘Reading with a sense of wow’ - what amazes you and makes you say or think “oh wow” or “that’s
really cool”.
‘Check yourself’ - noticing when you are confused and say “Huh? What” when reading.
‘Paraphrase chunks, then put it together’ - retelling small sections in your own words then bring them
all together to summarise a text or longer passage in a text.
Writing:
Starting in Week 4, students will be working through a series of ‘secretarial lessons’. These are related
to vocabulary, spelling rules and patterns and grammar and morphology (prefixes & suffixes). At the
end of each week students will be given a prompt and will complete a writing piece to demonstrate
their learning from throughout the week. We can’t wait to read these amazing pieces!
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Maths:
Next week, students will begin looking at and investigating data, how to organise it
into tables and graphs and interpret the information presented to them in graphs
and tables.
Students will focus on pictographs and bar graphs.
PICTOGRAPH

BAR GRAPH

Humanities:
Next week students will be completing their Civics and Citizenship unit then moving
on investigating Geography. Throughout our Geography unit, students will investigate the characteristics of places and environments in Australia and its neighbouring countries, African and South America.
Respectful Relationships
For Respectful Relationships this week we focused on students recording and/or
sharing their feelings.
In week 3, students will begin a unit on personal strengths, both independently and
within a group.
Reminders:
Students need to be logging into Google Classroom each day. But please complete
tasks at a time that works for your family.
Students need to be handing in the work they are
completing.

If you have any questions or concerns please contact us at:
plc4@tarneitriseps.vic.edu.au
PLC 4
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Hello Grade 5/6 Families,
We are so very excited to be back for Term 2 with you all! We trust and hope that you had a safe and
joyful holiday period spent together as a family. As you are aware, Term 2 has commenced but not as
we are all use to! Our remote online learning program has officially begun and although we would love
to be in the classroom teaching all of the students we are absolutely blown away by the support,
initiative and commitment shown by you all. It is such a pleasure to see students engaging in their set
learning tasks on a daily basis, seeking feedback and assisting each other with their enquiries in the
Google Classroom. We couldn’t be any prouder! We do ask that all students comment or post daily as
teachers will be using this data to complete attendance.
This week students have learned the following:
Reading: Making inferences about characters’ emotions and actions based on images used in texts.
Writing: Building vocabulary, learning the definition and context of new words.
Numeracy: How to form and critique questions for data collection.

History: Australian Colonisation and researching a chosen colony.
Next week students can look forward to:
Reading: Making inferences about the mood an author/illustrator is trying to instill, through the use of
images.
Writing: Continuing to build vocabulary and spelling knowledge (when to use c or k)
Numeracy: Collecting and displaying data.
History: Australian Colonisation and completing their project on a chosen colony.
PLC 5/6
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The first 2 weeks of this term have seen us move the entire PE curriculum onto a digital
platform for the first time in history. The response from students and parents has been nothing
short of amazing, as a PE team we are unbelievably proud of everyone who has accessed the
platform so far. The work students are doing and the help parents are providing behind the
scenes is a sign of the strong sporting community we have here at Tarneit Rise and one we are
thoroughly privileged to be teaching.

Thank you for your ongoing support,
The PE Team.

Dear Parents & Carers,
As we find our rhythm with our online learning this is just a quick heads up that all your specialist lessons will now be available on Friday mornings, so that you can focus on your classroom
lessons every day. You will still have a week to practice and complete the work. We understand
that working from home isn't the same as at school so if you’re late, please still upload it, we
love seeing your work regardless. Our School Values are Respect, Responsibility, Growth and
Kindness. If you can use these when writing a comment in the stream and when uploading an
image of your work this would be fantastic or if you see someone doing a great job with their
work feel free to give them a compliment!
Thanks,
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With the transition to online learning in Term 2, the STEM team has been busily working away
at creating engaging activities for our TRPS children in our STEM Google Classrooms. These are
the STEM topics that our children have started to engage with this term:

Prep:

Animal coverings and parts of plants

Grade 1:

Friction and light

Grade 2:

Different types of soil and rocks

Grade 3:

Solids, liquids and gases

Grade 4:

Weathering/erosion and living things

Grade 5/6: States of matter, chemical changes and different types of energy
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We would like to remind our TRPS families to accept the STEM Google Classroom
invitations that we have sent to your children’s school email addresses. The children who are already participating in our STEM Google Classrooms have blown
us away with their heart-warming enthusiasm and love for STEM, which comes
across in their feedback and comments.

Finally, we would like to thank those families who have been working tirelessly to
support their children to actively participate in the STEM lessons that we have
uploaded to the Google Classrooms. We really appreciate your help. Please do
not hesitate to contact Mel Gunsan, Carmen Barnes or Haslinda Gould if you
have questions about the STEM Google Classrooms.

STEM team
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Foundation students have been learning simple songs to continue their learning of music
and dance! Miss R and Miss Andrew have received lots of comments to say how much fun
these lessons are to do – especially when family members join in singing and dancing!
Grade One and Two students have been exploring how to use their facial expression and
voice to express different emotions. When performing as a character, these skills are essential to give a convincing and entertaining performance!
Grade Three have continued their learning from last term about roles in drama and in our
lives. They have also had a go at retelling a story using a character voice which was very entertaining as everyone did a great job using a loud and clear voice!
Grade Four, Five and Six students have started to learn about monologues. A monologue is
a long piece of dialogue or talking that is delivered by one character… and our senior students are doing a fantastic job at trying their best from home! They are showing significant
growth by building their performance skills and their confidence!
https://tinyurl.com/SimpleSongWeek1—please click link to see video :)

In Week 1, Grade One & Two students showed different ways they can move their face to
express different feelings and emotions… I wonder if you can guess what emotion they are
trying to show on their face! (See below)
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MSL spelling rule of the week…
Did you know that sh, th, ch, wh are called digraphs? Digraphs are
two letters that make one sound…

Th H-Brothers in this poster help us remember each sound…
Quiet Shawn likes things to be quiet. He says /sh/ as in ship
Impolite Theo likes to stick his tongue out. He makes two sounds - /
th/ as in think and /th/ as in then
Crazy Charlie likes to say /ch/ as in chips
Musical Whit is trying to learn to whistle. He says /wh/ as in whoosh

Test your knowledge J
Can you read these words with digraphs in them?

that, much
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wish, shed,

Tarneit Rise Primary School

Counselling Services
We are offering Counselling for families/family members adversely affected by
Covid-19. This is a difficult time for many people and if you are feeling overwhelmed please contact the school office and arrange a time to seek support
with Anxiety and Depression, Grief and Loss or for referrals to supporting agencies in our community.

Every Wednesday 9.00am – 4.00pm
at the Wellbeing Room at School
Phone: 7002 6580 to make an appointment
Sue Jensen – Wellbeing Counsellor
Email: Jensen.Sue.M@edumail.vic.gov.au
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